Poisoned Bread Kills 74 In Colombia

CHIQUINQUIRA, Colombia (AP)—Deadly bread was baked with poison in the dough, and all 74 victims have been identified. The attack occurred in the town of El Carrizal, near the capital city of Bogotá. The victims were women and children, mainly from poor families. Most of the victims were children, and the government is investigating the cause of the poisonings. The attack has caused widespread fear and panic throughout the country.

DOPE RAID AT OSU JAILS 5 STUDENTS

Police arrested five students for smuggling marijuana into Oklahoma State University. The students were charged with possession and distribution of marijuana. The police found a large amount of marijuana in the students' dormitory room.

Pot Party, Farm Yield Marijuana

STILWATER — Police found 120 pounds of marijuana and arrested five students for possession. The police raided the dormitory room of five students at Oklahoma State University.

Favorable LBJ Poll Misleads

President Lyndon B. Johnson's approval ratings have increased in recent polls. However, the data is not accurate and the results are misleading.

3 In Row? OSU Ready For OU

The Sooners have won three consecutive games against the Sooners. The team is ready for the upcoming game against the Sooners.
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Annual AFTER - THANKSGIVING EVENT!
and CLEARANCE

and even 50% during this Great Annual Event!

Our finest collection of Solid Hard Rock Maple Bedroom Units
YOUR CHOICE OF 11 MAGNIFICENT PIECES
Sale... $66.00
Regularly 79.95 and 99.00

A Carload of Absolutely Magnificent Solid Hard Rock Maple BEDROOM UNITS at one low price to save you $13 to $33 your choice...

Very Special 2-Piece from one of the largest Tappan makers!
Men's 100% Wool & Wool Blend Topcoats
Regular $70.00
Sale... $47.00

Save on these coats ... the reliability of your casual wardrobe to fancy parties!
Men's 100% Wool and Wool Blend Sport Coats
Regular $75.95
Sale... $34.90

Special purchase from one of our best makers of fine men's clothing!
Wool and Wool Worsted Dress Slacks
Regular $26.95
Sale... $11.88

The most wanted style for boys and men!

Two-Piece Set...
Coat and Slacks
Regular $35.95
Sale... $16.99

Sale... $21.88

Holiday Savings For The Home...

GAS Makes the Difference

Deluxe Table-Loading
Mobile Dishwasher

Sale... $129.95

From a leading manufacturer, this mobile dishwasher... A 36-inch Silhouette TAPPAN
Gas Range

Sale... $199.95

Deluxe slip-in model — very handy

Big Capacity
Frigidaire Dishmobile

Sale... $179.95

Saves labor and time and makes doing the dishes easier to do.

Save 25% on one of the finest 70-piece place settings for 4 with real sterling silver and bone china.
Set Oneidacraft Deluxe Stainless Steel Tableware

Sale... $49.95

By popular demand, from the makers of Oneidacraft Deluxe Steak Knives and Steak Sets.

3-Qr. Electric Popcorn Popper

Sale... $2.99

A perfect gift for the family! A 2-year guarantee!

Save 25% on one of the finest 70-piece place settings for 4 with real sterling silver and bone china.

Waring 2-Speed Push-Button Blender

Sale... $17.99

An English Import in a dignified 2-speed push-button design...

Salads not just served in "English King" pattern...

English Import Gold/Silverplated Salad Servers

Sale... $3.50

Saves labor and time and makes doing the dishes easier to do.

Oneida Silverwood

These Prescriptions submitted by Washington, D.C., pharmacists.

Dillard’s Brown-Dunkin SHEPHERD MALL N.W. 23rd and Virginia Phone: W1-3-1311 Open MON., THURS. & FRI. nights 7:30 p.m. - TUES., WED. & SAT. 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

Dillard's Brown-Dunkin SHEPHERD MALL N.W. 23rd and Virginia Phone: W1-3-1311 Open MON., THURS. & FRI. nights 7:30 p.m. - TUES., WED. & SAT. 11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
College Cashes In On Savings Plan

Central Purchasing Stretches Budget

Red Summit Region Braces For Busiest Christmas Ever

City Post Offices Bracing Red Summit Region Braces For Busiest Christmas Ever

State Gets 4th 4-H Champion

Sooner’s Santa Eyes Busy Yule

New Toys Something To Tell Santa About

Wonderful Boy And Girl Land

Some Are Incredible

Our LAST CAR LOAD of 1967

Admiral

BUY NOW AT FANTASTIC LOW PRICES

1 YEAR FREE SERVICE WITH EVERY COLOR TELEVISION PURCHASED WITH INSTALLED COLOR ANTENNA

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $54.95

Color Television City

COLOR Television City

John A. Brown Co

Monday and Tuesday! DOUBLE S & H Green Stamps With Every Purchase At Brown’s
Historians' Group 'Shifts' To State

Emergency State Over

Jailed Youth Waits Calmly For Quizzing In White Case

Israel-Arab Battle Urged

Council Leans Toward Delay

Foes Stiffen On Housing Law

Weather Ward

Cotton Leaders Meeting Here

Cowboy Hall Sets Activity For National Rodeo Week

Anthony Named To U.S. Panel

Mayor Visiting in Mexico

City Shot 4 Times In Tiff Dies

1000 Expected For Honors Parley

400 expected for meeting.

Guthrie Tribute On Top

NOW! MORE HOURS TO SHOP AND SAVE!

Men's Brent' dress shirts

open every night till Christmas

EXTRA-FINE 100% COTTONS...

MONTGOMERY

WARD

Welcome to Wards "DOLL" HOUSE...

HURRY IN! SAVE NOW!!

WE" RE ALL THE NEWEST WARES, STYLES, AS WELL AS LOWEST PRICE FAVO

99c

BABY HUNGRY

YOUR

89c

Baby Say "Nee"

YOUR

109c

OPEN LATE EVERY NIGHT SUNDAY 1:00 A.M.
It's Winter, And City's Got A 'Gold' In Its 'Node'

- But Nothing's Stopped Up At NW 23, Classen

The Gold Node

Set off from urban society, the Oasis Tower stands as a shining symbol of hope in the midst of a once-contented neighborhood.

World News Briefs

Food Prices Cheat Poor?

U.S. LABOR DEPARTMENT'S latest report on price trends shows that food prices continue to rise at a pace that is staggering the nation's working poor. The report reveals that the cost of living for the average American family has increased by 3.5% in the past year, with food prices rising by 4.2%.

Tax Move 'Political'?

RICHARDSON, TX — Senate Majority Leader Trent Franks (R-Ariz.) said Wednesday that the new tax cut bill passed by the House of Representatives is a political move designed to appeal to his constituents. Franks, who represents a district with a high percentage of working-class voters, said the measure would not affect the overall budget deficit and would not provide significant benefits to the average family.

Infiltration Story False, Say Reds

CINCINNATI — The story of the Reds' infiltration of the National League's American Division is false, according to team officials. The reports of the Reds' infiltration are based on a series of leaks from within the team, and the Reds have taken steps to prevent any further leaks.

Cold Air Slugs Midwest

A winter storm moved through the Midwest on Tuesday, bringing cold temperatures and heavy snowfall. The storm is expected to linger for several days, causing travel disruptions and power outages in the region.

Seeress Startles With Prediction About Family

A Gift Of Prophecy, VII: Death Of Father 'Seen Across Continent'

It seems unlikely that the seeress, whose visions have guided the city's leaders for centuries, will ever be wrong. Her predictions have always come true, and her visions are considered sacred by the city's inhabitants. The latest prophecy, which foresees the death of a father, has caused much consternation among the city's residents.
Industry Development State Chamber Theme

Six Seek School Board Spot

E’Day Nearing For Hopefuls

Thieu Announces Peace Try Move

Our Lease Is Not Being Renewed

Everything Must Go!

Kelvinator

MOTOROLA

Free! With Your Purchase of Kelvinator Come and Take Offer On Your Choice!

Monroney Issues New Fund Plea
...It's Not No War Of Ours. It's Just A Tragedy

Your Christmas Dollars Go Further at Sears
SAVE '13.33! Craftsman

Christmas Gift SALE

POKES CRUSH K-STATE, 49-14
Goodwin's 83-Yard Return
Breaks 14-14 Tie Near Half

Hurricane Lashes Houston, 22-13

UCLA Falls; Indiana Jars Purdue
Would You Believe....
...That We're No. 3?
JAYHAWKS STING MISSOURI

Big Eight

Anderson’s Arm Fuels Buff Victory

LAWRENCE, KAN. (AP) — With 1:11 left in the first half, Kansas quarterback Charlie Anderson capped an 80-yard drive with 4-yard touchdown pass to Jack Calhoun. Kansas, which won its fourth straight and improved to 5-3 overall, 3-0 in the Big Eight, led 13-0.

Mississippi Vexes Vandy

MADISON, Miss. (AP) — Mississippi quarterback Artis Hicks passed for 110 yards and two touchdowns and the Rebels defeated Vanderbilt 26-20 Saturday.

Florida State Goes Gatoring

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Florida State quarterback Donnie Thompson passed for 213 yards and two touchdowns in a 42-7 victory over Georgia Tech.

Memphis State Pins North Texas, 29-20

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Memphis State quarterback Larry Scroggin passed for 184 yards and two touchdowns to lead the Tigers to a 29-20 victory over North Texas.

Clemson Wins ACC Crown

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP) — Clemson running back Mark Woodard ran for 148 yards and three touchdowns as the Tigers defeated Georgia Tech 31-7 to clinch the ACC crown.

Georgia Slips Jackets, 21-14

ATLANTA (AP) — Georgia quarterback Terry Washington passed for 169 yards and two touchdowns in a 21-14 victory over Georgia Tech.

Durango On Sale For AAA TB

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The Washington Senators have announced that their AAA team, the Durango, will play in their stadium starting next season.

Northwest Mid-State Favorite

by B. D. Johnson

Six Hawks Top PFLA Star Team

Championship Again?

Grant Matmen Picked For AA Crown Again

by L. J. Lanier

Bombers, Hornets Go Friday At Taft

The South

Vols Stagger Wildcats, 17-7

The West

Washington State Gigs Rival, 9-7

Sooner North-South, Oil Bowl Coaches Announced

Get Your Tickets Now to the NATIONAL FINALS RODEO

December 1 Through December 9

Bowl Family Night

Every Monday Night

FREE

NURSERY - Pro Shop * Snack Bar

ニュース&ホットトピックス

Saturday Night in Las Vegas

1946-1947

The Oklahoma Journal, Saturday, November 28, 1953.
Finals Rodeo Opens Here Friday

SAVAGES ICE SOUTHWESTERN

CSC Third In Tourney

Cashman Sparks Blazers

LSU Whips Wave, 41-27

Pistons Ax Cincinnati

Liberty Bowl Selects North Carolina State

Lions Maul Pitt, 42-6

Football Scores

OSU Routes Cats, 49-14

Illini Tumble Iowans, 21-19

Gophers Share Title

Buckeyes Rip Michigan

TEXAS TECH TUMBLING HOGS

Easy Win Forces Big Cutchin Grin

31-27 Victory Nets Raiders Tie For 2nd

OSU routs Cats, 49-14

TCU Trims Rice, 14-10
Take your choice of the chest or the two nightstands on this special offer.

When you select this Sunday special at Evans, you can have your choice of the two matching night stands or the big chest. That gives you a bedroom full of solid oak furniture that will last a lifetime. The price is less than the way you used to do them—good! You get the $319 savings from the store's price. It's framed pine glass mirror, the full or long size bed and your choice of chest or night stands.

Dresser, mirror, bed and your choice of chest or night stand

$319

THE SHERATON PARK TRADITIONAL

 Chest beautifullyinished to order to match the room you won't believe the beauty and durability. Made of fine solid oak, the Sheraton Park gives your room quality that is a solid $299 below what you would expect to pay for this kind of beauty. The color is right, the style is perfect. You get the value, the high finish. Sheraton Park has found its niche.

Curtis Mathes Color TV

This Christmas, give the enjoyment of color television! A happy gift giving year, when there are slide shows, parties, parties...no one needs to be left out when the lights are all on and the TV is on. Curtis Mathes has brought to America an exciting new world of color television, a world of beauty and new dimensions for your living room. Curtis Mathes is America's number one color TV. Curtis Mathes has brought the idea of color TV into your home in a complete and colorful package. And it's a gorgeous piece of furniture. Curtis Mathes' world is yours.

$69

ROCKING RECLINER

WITH HEAD MASSAGE UNIT

This is the way to completely relax. The burl oak frame $59 and the three-speed massage adds $5 more. Comes in three finishes. Brown, red or rose. Three-speed massage and chair in free motion. Extra value, extra comfort. A rocking recliner with massage.

Cheatam tables

made in Oklahoma City

$59

$299

The Beautiful People ... Young, Possessed Of Independent Spirit
MONDAY Both Stores Open 9:30 a.m. Downtown Open Until 8 p.m. Mayfair Open Until 5:30 p.m.

B.C.Clayton's 75th ANNIVERSARY SALE

DIAMOND JEWELRY 20% OFF

ENTIRE STOCK OF 14K GOLD AND CULTURED PEARL JEWELRY - 30% OFF

17-JEWEL WATCHES

DOOR CRASHER - 17-JEWEL CARGTATE

“WELLINGTON”... NEW NAME IN SILVER TO DELIGHT HER!

4-PC. TEA-COFFEE SERVICE WITH TRAY

SILVER TRAYS

SILVER GIFTS

B.C.Clayton's OKLAHOMA'S OLDEST JEWELERS TRADE ARRANGED TO SUIT YOU
Mrs. Arrington To Fete DAC

Mrs. L. C. Arrington, one of the former mayors of Pawnee, is planning a big event for the Pawnee chapter of the D.A.R. in the fall. The event will be a social gathering to celebrate the chapter's achievements and honor its members. The details of the event are yet to be finalized, but it is expected to be a grand affair. Mrs. Arrington, known for her community involvement, has been a dedicated member of the chapter for many years.

Social Notes...

Art Center To Preview Tapestries

The Art Center is planning to host a preview of their upcoming tapestry exhibition. The exhibition will feature works from local artists and will showcase the diversity of tapestry techniques. The opening night will be held on the 15th of the month, and attendees are encouraged to attend to view the artwork and meet the artists. The Art Center is located in the heart of the city and is a popular destination for art lovers.

Far White House Wedding...

A local couple is planning to have their wedding at the White House. The couple, known for their love of history and culture, has chosen the White House as their venue due to its historical significance and grandeur. The wedding will be a private affair, and the couple plans to invite close friends and family to share in their special day.

Helen Helps Us

Why The Fuss Over 'Pot'?

BY BELLE BOURBON

BYRNE BOURBON, a local author, is currently working on a book about the history of marijuana. The book delves into the cultural and social aspects of marijuana use and its impact on society. Byrne, known for his research and writing on the subject, has been collecting information and interviewing experts for several years. The book is expected to be published in the near future.

Rothschilds

Stanley Nelsen steps up courageously in alabaster and vicuna. 10-15 $50

Rothschilds

Eloise antique calf set on the square walking heel $15 this year

For White House Wedding...
For An Old-Fashioned Christmas...

Let Family Make Candy

Betrothals Revealed

Nuptials Are Solemnized

Weddings, Receptions Highlight Scene

Polly's Pointers

Dillard's House of Values

Happy Day

Day School & Nursery

Gentry House

Sheffield Suede Antelope Suede
'Mini Gifts' Make Christmas News For Girls On List

Your Christmas Dollars Go Farther at Sears

SALE! SAVE OVER $10
for him...year-round shaving comfort

SALE

1488

STARTS TODAY, THROUGH SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9th
A THE BIG THING...THE LONDON-LOOK IN THESE FRESH-MANNEDER FASHIONS!

3.97 and 4.97

SHIRT-SHIRTS: stripe checked and dainty with dots of shaded white on dark ground Acetate rayon and cotton...snappy; little buttons with white collar and button cuffs...S-12 $1.97

PANTS-DRESSES: patterns with long bias-in set high neckline and争议 pleated collar with matching collar...dainty with the dressy pants skirt styling...white-striped dark cotton...S-12 $1.97

A NEW...THE "PRETTY GIRL" LOOK!

LACY BLOUSES

Frenesi crepe Dacron® polyester-cotton for for wise style...white polyester-cotton...frilled Petites...S-12 $1.97

WOOL SKIRTS

Black plaid, & floral knit...silk...a white trim...knit...skirt with belt...shirt with belt...supersoft...skirt...Petites...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC SWEATERS: popular crew-neck sweaters with back...sleeve...unchanging...handsomely rich in tone with fashion in novelty...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC SHORT SWEATERS: Trendy, wide-waist Acrylic® acrylic...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC STRETCH SLACKS: Wear-derby锦-a-world Acrylic® acrylic...S-12 $1.97

COTTON LONG-SHIRT TOPS: looking prints in solid colors...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC MIX TOPS: choosing prints in solid colors...S-12 $1.97

B THE FASHION-INDEPENDENT LOOK...TO MIX, TO MATCH, TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR FLAIR!

your choice 2.97

ACRYLIC SWEATERS: popular crew-neck sweaters with back...sleeve...unchanging...handsomely rich in tone with fashion in novelty...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC SHORT SWEATERS: Trendy, wide-waist Acrylic® acrylic...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC STRETCH SLACKS: Wear-derby锦-a-world Acrylic® acrylic...S-12 $1.97

COTTON LONG-SHIRT TOPS: looking prints in solid colors...S-12 $1.97

ACRYLIC MIX TOPS: choosing prints in solid colors...S-12 $1.97

© Trademark of Manistee.
at holiday season
low prices...
the most
excitingly
new coats,
carcoats
and pantsuits!

A NATURAL MINK LUXURY ON
A SUEDE LEATHER COAT...RICH!
Superb mink garments...the expensive leather of mink rosetta, in elegant coats or belted
with plush roll or hand selected, natural mink
mink. Mandarin-style fashion complemented with
mini-skirts; pockets on every coat. $39.99.

B SOFT ERMGINE-WHITE
RIPPLED PILLE COAT
19.99

$69.99
comp. val. 79.99

Shimmering, rich acrylic pile
with the look of genuine, semi-soft mink skin.
for the seasons 1969 fall
and winter fashion. $19.99.

C SILVERY ASH-WHITE
PILE SUBURBAN COAT
14.99

$70.99
comp. val. 80.99

Deep-warming back-belted jacket in 20 inch length...with a double-breasted collar, for
wearing buttoned high or not. Rich pile with acrylic pile with
pockets on every coat. $14.99.

D RIPPLED ORLON®
with HARDWARE RING-TRIM
12.98
regularly 19.95

Ripple-felted Orlon®
acrylic, backed by striped
rayon...pockets, belt, trim on front and back of the box-belted jacket. $12.98.

E 3-PC. PANTSUITS INCLUDE
A SKIRT, TOO...GREAT VALUE!
DIAGONAL-WEAVE IN
WINDOWPAKE CHECKS
16.88
regularly 19.97

Boldly windowpane checks:
backing fabric, back and front...on
the hip-high pant leg...in all sizes. $16.88.

Robert Hall
Gifts for tots and girls at extra low prices!

TOTS' 2-PC. CORDUROY BLACK 'N TOP SETS
Corduroy pants with corduroy sweater or cotton knit top. Ages 3-7. $2.97
comp. val. $3.27

INFANTS' 2-PC. DRESS OR 3-PC. PANTS SETS
Cotton dresses with matching or contrast trim. Ages 0-24 mos. $1.47
comp. val. $1.77

GIRLS' NYLON LINED ADORABLE SHELLS
Peach plus, pink, pink, or white, or black with trim. Ages 3-6. $1.47
comp. val. $1.77

GIRLS' BULKY KNIT ACRYLIC CARDIGANS
Cable-knit blue, gray, or white, or black. Ages 6-14. $3.37
comp. val. $5.67

GIRLS' DRESSY NEVER-IRON BLOUSES
Variety of colors, long and short sleeve. Ages 6-14. 2 for $3.50 reg. $1.75 each

Fusion values for big and little girls!

GIRLS' WINTER-WARM COATS WITH FUR-LOOK ACCENTS
11.88

TOTS' DRESSES IN A WIDE
HOLIDAY SELECTION
3.97 comp. val. $4.97

A-line, lace-up, regular waterfalls, shorter emsembles all more, one prettier than the next! Priced, loose trims, net stockings -- in favorite galore. All washable, all gift priced. Sizes 5-8.

GREAT SAVINGS ON
BOYS' NO-IRON SHIRTS

A Reg. 3.49 Half-Prest® Sport Shirts
Polyester-cotton mini checks. Poly-cotton. New and exclusive finish. Regular or shorter sizes. Colors: $2.98 reg. $3.49

B Reg. 2.99 Half-Prest® Sport & Dress Shirts
Boast sizes! No-iron polyester cotton velour, or textured. Sizes: $2.99 reg. $3.49

C Reg. 2.29 Permanent-press Acrylic® Knits
Money-saving special! Permanent press. Acrylic blend. $2.29 reg. $3.49

D BOYS' Half-Prest® JEANS
No-iron cotton denim stays pressed washing after washing. Sizes: $2.98 reg. $3.98
Boys’ value-full gifts...

A PILE-LINED THROUGHOUT
MELTON BENCHWARMER

Heavierweight seamless wool twill in popular sizes.
By front panels with woven placket. Melton’s Chilton
acrylic/wool pile-lining from knee to attached hood for
wonderful warmth! Sizes 8-18. Outstanding value!

12.99
comp. value $15

B PILE-LINED NO-IRON
CORDUROY SURCOAT

Stays pressed no matter how often it’s washed!
Big kangaroo hood. Acrylic/wool pile lined. 8-18.

11.99
comp. value 15.99

C ORLON’ PILE-LINED
NYLON SKI JACKET

Glistening with bonded nylon lining. Shell, acrylic

7.99
comp. value $11

D PILE ZIP-LINED ALL-WEATHER COATS

Chromel-treated 100% cotton plaid or denim. Orlon
acrylic pile lining. Full-zip front, by front warmth. Pick
from today’s favorites. Ideal year after year. Sizes
8-18. Great buy!

14.98

E LUXURY FABRIC SPORTCOATS, BLAZERS

The men’s sport jacket: pure virgin wool.
Handsome, tailored style, wool Oxford
flannel, fine English patterned plaid, interior
pockets, solid Oxford. Heavily weighted 2oz.
and 3-button models in suit looks.
PREP SIZE 12-14

12.99
size 8-12
comp. value 15.95

F CONTINENTAL AND IVY-STYLED SUITS

Wonderful value. The ideal dress suit look for the
holiday season. Choose from matching neck ties.
In slightly slubbed 3-ply cotton contemp or 3-button
3-ply models. New Fall trim... sizes 8 to 22.
PREP SIZE 12-14

15.95
size 8-14
comp. value 19.95

G HALL-PREST’ NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS

They stay “just pressed” forever, no matter how often you wash. Or wear them as a sport suit, in the basic color.
Nylon/cotton blend, finished with nylon for added strength. Superior quality, pleat models in full lengths.

3.99
size 8-10

4.99
size 12-14
excellent

comp. value

Robert Hall
New holiday collection of famous brand men's sportswear at extra value prices!

A GOLDEN EMBLEM® SPORTCOATS, BLAZERS
26.95 reg. 32.95

B HALL-CORD® CORDUROY SPORTCOATS
13.88 reg. 17.95

C PURE VIRGIN WOOL WORSTED DRESS SLACKS
10.95 reg. 14.95

D HALL-PREST® NEVER-IRON DRESS SLACKS
Wool worsted blends

E PILE ZIP-LINED COTTON SUEDE SUBURBAN
19.95 reg. 25.00

F BIG SELECTION OF LUXURY SWEATERS
7.95 reg. 10.95

G HALL-PREST® NO-IRON DRESS SLACKS
5.95 reg. 7.95

H ORLON® PILE LINED CORDUROY SURCOAT
14.98 reg. 19.98

I PILE-LINED HOODED NYLON SKI JACKET
13.95 reg. 19.95

Robert Hall
FAMOUS LARIN®
PILE LINED
ALL-WEATHER
COATS
25.95
comp. value 22.95
Cashmere-lined
collar, pockets,
braid trim. Sizes
S-XL. Black only.

SAVE ON HALL-PREST® NO-IRON
LONG SLEEVE DRESS & SPORT SHIRTS

2 for 68
reg. 3.99 each

SAVE 48% ON
THESE DRESS SHIRTS

3 for 4
reg. 2.99 each

STEP OUT
IN STYLE!
WESTERFIELD®
SHOES
6.99
comp. value 9

Perna-True
violet and tan
... never need
shrink. Back
bands, button
collar, snap
v. 15.

6.49
comp. value 13

The most-preferred look in America... Made to
suit your every mood, with smooth or gay
colors. Sizes 6-12. Comes in 3 styles.

Today's overwhelming favorite!
MEN'S MAGNIFICENTLY
TAILORED SUITS OF
WORSTED & SILK SHARKSKIN
59.95
comp. value $70

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED
HOMEARAMA 67
1-10 P.M.
LAST DAY TODAY
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26

N.W. VILLA at 113th PLACE in GRENOOORE

HOMES FOR THE HOLIDAYS

SEE! 14 New, Exciting Total Electric
Trend Setting Model Homes;
Most Completely Furnished

SEE! The BIG TOP TENT Check Full of the Latest Home Products
WIN! A New CHEVROLET CAMARO
(Thru Cooperation of "OLD RELIABLE DOWNTOWN CHEVROLET")
PLUS! Thousands of Dollars in Other
Prizes

HOMEARAMA 67

FREE PARKING...ADMISSION 50c (ADULTS)
OLD CAR ROUND-UP
AT CHICK COKER
WE WILL TRADE WITH YOU!!

$7000
TRADE IN
IF IT'S WORTH MORE... WE'LL PAY!!

WE WILL TRADE WITH YOU!!

BONNEVILLE
EXECUTIVE
GRAND PRIX
CATALINA
VARIOUS COLORS AND EQUIPMENT

LOOK AT THESE ALLOWANCES WE'VE ACTUALLY GIVEN YOU

Proof: We Trade!

'63 FORD $1535.45
TRADED ON NEW '66 PONTIAC

'63 PONTIAC $1626.00
TRADED ON NEW '67 PONTIAC

'63 RAMBLER $1327.00
TRADED ON NEW '67 PONTIAC

'65 LeMANS $2110.00
TRADED ON NEW '68 PONTIAC

'64 CHEVROLET $1897.00
TRADED ON NEW '67 PONTIAC

'59 CHEVROLET $917.00
TRADED ON NEW '67 PONTIAC

'59 MERCURY $899.00
TRADED ON NEW '67 PONTIAC

WE WILL TRADE WITH YOU!!

Chick Coker Pontiac Inc.
500 N.W. 4th and Shartel CE 5-1711

OUT THEY GO

These new car trade-ins, must go. These pymts good thru Sat 10 PM

Look

Look

These new car trade-ins, must go. These pymts good thru Sat 10 PM

66 Grand 6 cyl., 8 floor, 4 door $890.00
66 Chevelle 327, 2 door $1250.00
65 LeMans 327, 2 door $1500.00
64 GTO 327, 2 door, 4 spd $1400.00
66 El Camino 327, 2 door, 4 spd $1750.00
65 Mustang, 4 door, 289, $1400.00
64 GTO 327 2 door, 4 spd $1400.00
64 Firebird 327, 2 door, 4 spd, $1400.00
64 Mustang 2 door, 289, $1100.00
65 El Camino 4 door, 289, $1100.00
65 Mustang 2 door, 289, $1000.00

Montgomery GMC
TRUCKS INC.
601 S. WESTERN
CE 5-6417

May Ave. Dodge
29th & N. May
W 2-0096
JUST ARRIVED!

BRAND NEW ELECTRIC DRYERS only $99
DELUXE SELF-CLEANING RANGE

5 Year Parts Warranty

MATHIS BROTHERS
BRINGS YOU MORE VALUE

THE DOORS' HOTTEST ACID-ROCK GROUP

THERE'S A LOT TO SAY FOR SYCAMORES:

'NO NUDES FOR ME': RAQUEL WELCH
GUIDE

Presley And Friends
Elvis Presley and friends are seen in the magic-laden film "Circus," now playing at the State Theater. Elvis has called Friday's performance "theirs to decide." 

Elvis At Best
Elvis Presley is at his best in "Circus," and he needs a new one for his next film. "The film," said a Beaches theater, "is one of the best things ever to come to the screen." More than just a great story, the film is a celebration of the art of film making and the joy of seeing it all with a smile. 

'Luke' Winner
Good Morning America's No. 1 movie show, "Good Morning America," which now has its own show, "The Luke Show," is a hit. The show has grown to number one in the country. 

Tense Drama
"In The Heat of the Night," another murder mystery film, had a successful opening last week at the State Theater. The film is about a detective who is sent to solve a murder in a small town. 

Sinatra A Tough Guy
Frank Sinatra plays a tough detective in his latest film, "Tony Rome," now playing at the Criterion. 

SHOWS

Frank: Tony
Frank Sinatra is Tony Rome. 

Fun: Bikinis Are A-OK
Bikinis are all the rage on the beach and in the pools this summer. 

Is She Really A Prude At Heart?
Modesty's Best Course, Raquel Demures
BY DON RICK
The "Queen of Bikinis," Raquel Demures, has been making the rounds of the beach and pool parties, showing off her best assets. "I think it's important to wear something that shows off your body," she says. "It's not just about looking good, but also about feeling good." 

"The Heat of the Night" is another murder mystery film that has been successful in the box office. The film is about a detective who is sent to solve a murder in a small town. 

Sinatra plays a tough detective in his latest film, "Tony Rome," now playing at the Criterion. 

Cover Feature
"I love my job," says Raquel Demures. "I enjoy meeting new people and making them feel good about themselves." 

Fun: Sinatras A Tough Guy
Frank Sinatra plays a tough detective in his latest film, "Tony Rome," now playing at the Criterion. 

Fun: Bikinis Are A-OK
Bikinis are all the rage on the beach and in the pools this summer. 

Sinatra plays a tough detective in his latest film, "Tony Rome," now playing at the Criterion. 
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Modesty's Best Course, Raquel Demures
BY DON RICK
The "Queen of Bikinis," Raquel Demures, has been making the rounds of the beach and pool parties, showing off her best assets. "I think it's important to wear something that shows off your body," she says. "It's not just about looking good, but also about feeling good." 

"The Heat of the Night" is another murder mystery film that has been successful in the box office. The film is about a detective who is sent to solve a murder in a small town. 

Sinatra plays a tough detective in his latest film, "Tony Rome," now playing at the Criterion.
Cats Aloof, Popular

FIN, FUR, FEATHERS

By Barbara Parsons

'Rolls' Doll Perfect Fit
For Barbara

LOIS ANGEL (368)-"Dolls' Roll"
perfect fit for Barbara.

The Oklahoma City Civic Theatre, 222 N. Broadway, will open its season tomorrow night with "Dolls' Roll," a musical comedy by Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman. The play is directed by Maurice Stuart, and the cast includes Barbara Parsons, Mike lmman, and several other members of the Oklahoma City Civic Theatre company.

Dolls' Roll is the story of a young girl, Barbara, who inherits a large collection of antique dolls from her grandmother. She decides to sell the dolls to raise money for a new nursery school. However, the dolls are so special to Barbara that she refuses to part with them, and she must find a way to keep them while also fulfilling her promise to her grandmother.

Barbara Parsons plays the lead role of Barbara, and she is perfectly suited for the part. Her charming personality and natural ability to connect with the audience make her a perfect fit for the role.

The music and choreography are also outstanding, with lively tunes and eye-catching dance routines that keep the audience entertained throughout the show. The production values are high, with beautifully designed sets and costumes that enhance the overall production.

Overall, Dolls' Roll" is a delightful musical comedy that is sure to please audiences of all ages. It is a perfect fit for Barbara, and I highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys good music and a touching story.
LISTEN
The all time heavyweight tournament and CHAMPIONSHIP FIGHTS

Listen each and every Monday Night to KOMA Radio, 1320 on your dial at 8:00 P.M. to a hilarious broadcast of the World’s Greatest heavyweight fights by one of the World’s top Sport Announcers, Bill Dinner.

THIS WEEK:
Cassius Clay Vs. Jim Jeffries

From the thrill and action of NBC’s “Fighting for Life,” to the biggest names in boxing like Sugar Ray Robinson, to the classic fights of the past like Cassius Clay vs. Jim Jeffries, it’s all on KOMA Radio! With a team of experts that includes former champions and world-ranked fighters, you’ll never miss a beat of the action.

Remember, the fights are broadcast every Monday Night at 8:00 P.M. on KOMA Radio! Don’t miss a single punch of the sporting event of the week!

KOMA Radio 1520
ON YOUR DIAL
But She's Deaf

Pretty Little Girl

Little Betty Ann Bell is a beautiful girl. Now she is the girl who listens to the sounds of life, not just the ones her ears hear. She is a very special little girl who is deaf.

Four years ago she was born with a hearing loss, and doctors told her parents it would be a miracle if she could hear. But they didn't give up hope.

Her hearing aids were fitted, and with the help of today's technology, she can now hear better than ever before.

Here's Easy Yule Display For Handyman About House

If you want to cheer up the home for the holidays or for someone else, you can easily make a simple Yule display.

You will need:
- A small tree
- Ornaments
- Lights

Instructions:
1. Place the tree in a pot or on a stand.
2. Decorate the tree with ornaments and lights.
3. Place the tree in the desired location.

The result is a beautiful and festive display that will brighten any room.

St. Gregory's Will Present Two Events

The St. Gregory's church will be hosting two events this weekend.

First event:
- Location: St. Gregory's Church
- Date: Saturday, December 7
- Time: 7 PM

Second event:
- Location: St. Gregory's Community Hall
- Date: Sunday, December 8
- Time: 3 PM

These events are open to the public and are a great opportunity to celebrate the holiday season with the community.

Movies On TV This Week

Gentle Lady

Belt Buckle, lovely lady lady lady is "Gentle Lady," which was seen yesterday at the Tivoli Theatre. She is a multi-talented animal with the star of the show, Belt Buckle, the horse, and Nurse Catt, the nurse, who both perform in the film. The film is a heartwarming tale about the bond between a horse and his owner.

All Movies Listed Are AM/PM

- "The Guardian" at 8 PM
- "3:10 to Yuma" at 9 PM
- "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" at 10 PM
- "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" at 11 PM

Enjoy the Movies!
The Doors: Where Acid-Rock Got Its Start

Hottest Psychedelic Group

Rodeo Action Near

Gaddis Has Got It Made

Area Bowling News

Honor's Split in Tourney

Local Hit Parade

City Area Drivers Seeking Sports Car Championships

This week's top song is a favorite among many music lovers. "Light My Fire" by The Doors is the latest hit from their debut album. The Doors were formed in Los Angeles in 1965 by Jim Morrison, Robby Krieger, John Densmore, and Ray Manzarek. Their music was characterized by their unique blend of blues, rock, and poetry, and their live performances were known for their intensity and hedonistic displays. The band's influence on the music world was immense, and they are considered one of the most important bands of the 1960s. Their hits include "Riders on the Storm," "Hello, I Love You," and "Break on Through (To the Other Side)."
OCU Grad Heads Singers

The Young Americans - Young Musicians On Success Trail

The music of the young men's choir is nationally known for its high quality and its ability to capture and hold the attention of audiences of all ages. The choir is directed by a young and energetic conductor, who has been with the group for several years. Under his guidance, the choir has performed in many prestigious venues, including concerts and festivals. The choir's repertoire is diverse, ranging from classical to modern music. The young men in the choir are not only talented musicians but also dedicated students, who balance their musical commitments with their academic studies. The choir's success is a testament to the hard work and dedication of its members and their conductor.
Open Nights 'til Christmas
Sears
2-Days Only!
Your Christmas Dollars Go Farther at Sears

Hit Album
SALE
SPECIAL GROUP—These Shows and Many More
Save 94c
Stereo and Hi-Fi Record Albums
One Low Price 244
Regular $3.38
CHARGE IT on Sears Revolving Charge

This week's words to live by:
"I know of no safe repository for the ultimate powers of society but the people themselves."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

NOVEMBER 25, 1967
Cleveland Amory’s Week-End Jamboree

KATHERINE PROFITON: The niece of Katherine Hepburn, who will star with her son, Sidney Poitier, in the last Spencer Tracy film "Giant," is a girl I have known since she was born. Her father, Hurford businesswoman Edward Grant, is a college graduate. So I admit a prejudice—ladies adores Katherine (Kathy calls me Kath, or La La, but I don’t dare for other people’s names) was, as a child, beautiful and sensitive, and gay and outgoing. Then, as a girl, as a Quaker school topic, she was skilled with a mysterious outer paraplegia. In her arms and feet. At times she could move. At other times she couldn’t. For three years she had no energy, slept all the time. And, to keep down the pain, was given as many as six painkillers a day.

She dropped out of school. I lied any treatment anyone could think of. I tried, including crying nothing—that is in usual performance. Nothing worked—but even the nothing. I had had attractive—yes, the best possible—she knew she would be killed. In some way of thing—and all the world knew all of her...
Though recent skydiving disasters have raised the cry for federal control, one woman says "flying like a bird is not only safe but..."

Many of the answers to these questions are still being sought, but new are presented by the medical profession. It is now generally accepted that the most dangerous "jumping" is done by the mentally disturbed or those with a history of mental illness.

As a sport, skydiving is at least 90,000 feet in the air. The first parachute descent was accomplished by a man called "Black Max" in 1936. The first skydiving event in America was won by 

"So Beautiful I Wanted To Cry"

When skydiving parachute

10 questions are asked, but new ones are presented by the medical profession. It is now generally accepted that the most dangerous "jumping" is done by the mentally disturbed or those with a history of mental illness.

As a sport, skydiving is at least 90,000 feet in the air. The first parachute descent was accomplished by a man called "Black Max" in 1936. The first skydiving event in America was won by 

"So Beautiful I Wanted To Cry"

When skydiving parachute
LITTLE FOLKS
LOVE 'EM!
(And so will you!)

Ohio Art knows the secret of pleasing children...with fresh, exciting toys that stay exciting. Toys they turn to again and again. Beautifully designed. sturdy, Colorful plastic. Every one a work of art. Great prices, too!

Just turn the magic knobs to create thousands of designs and drawings on the Etch A Sketch surface. Sketch to eraser and start all over again. Just like magic! No paper. No pencils. No crayons. No mess. No fuss. Etch A Sketch is instant fun for grown ups whenever you are - at home, in plane or car.

START THE SHOW!
MUSICAL "TV" IN COLOR
Colorful nursery rhyme picture rolls across the screen while enchanting Swiss musical unit plays. Unique, little folks laugh with glee when the big show ends. Smoothly molded plastic in bright colors, easy to clean. Approximately 10" overall. Carrying handle. Hours of fascinating fun anywhere, anytime.

AT FAVORITE TOY COUNTERS EVERYWHERE... WORLD FAMOUS FOR QUALITY... THE OHIO ART COMPANY, BRYAN, OHIO

By ANNE HOBSON FREEMAN

Each has had at least one adopted and one natural child — and each says the experience is amazingly similar

THERE'S no escaping that the people of Toledo, Ohio, are family oriented. The city was founded by two religious groups — the Amish and the mennonites — and both groups have maintained their ties. The result is a strong sense of community and a focus on family. This is reflected in the attitudes of the parents interviewed for this article.

The first mother, Sheila Temple, is a single mother with two adopted children. She has been an advocate for adoption since she decided to adopt her first child. Sheila says that she has been able to provide a stable environment for her children, and that they have thrived in this setting. Sheila has been an active member of the adoption community, and has been involved in many advocacy groups.

The second mother, Maria, is a married mother with two natural children. She says that she and her husband have always been open to the idea of adoption, and that they are glad that they were able to give two children a home. Maria says that she and her husband have been active in their community, and that they have been able to provide a stable environment for their children.

Both Sheila and Maria say that the experience of adoption has been positive for their children, and that they are glad that they were able to provide a stable environment for them. They say that they have learned a lot from the experience, and that they have been able to use this knowledge to benefit their children.

Both Sheila and Maria say that they would recommend adoption to other parents, and that they believe that adoption is a positive way to build a family. They say that they are glad that they were able to provide a stable environment for their children, and that they are grateful for the opportunity to do so.

The experience of adoption has been positive for both Sheila and Maria, and they say that they are glad that they were able to provide a stable environment for their children. They say that they have learned a lot from the experience, and that they are grateful for the opportunity to do so.
Three Mothers

Three women were talking about the advantages of adoption.

One woman said, "I adopted a baby. It was the best thing I ever did." The other woman replied, "I had twins. They were wonderful, but they were a lot of work." And the third woman said, "I joined a commune. It was a great experience, but it wasn't for me."
Tomorrow’s Leaders?

A few weeks ago Marshall McLean, the president of the Christian Church, whose activities are largely centered in New York, sent me a letter in which he expressed his concern over the direction of higher education. He said that there is a crisis in American education, and that it is time for the educational community to take action to correct it.

McLean was particularly critical of the trend towards specialization in higher education. He said that the emphasis on narrow fields of study has led to a lack of understanding of the big picture, and that students are not being taught the skills they need to succeed in the real world.

McLean also criticized the increasing reliance on standardized tests as a way of evaluating students. He said that these tests are not a true measure of a student’s abilities, and that they are not fair to students from different backgrounds.

McLean made several recommendations for improving higher education. He said that there should be more emphasis on general education, and that students should be encouraged to take a wide variety of courses. He also said that there should be more opportunities for students to participate in community service and other extracurricular activities.

McLean ended his letter by saying that he was hopeful that the educational community would take action to address these issues, and that he believed that higher education could be transformed into a force for good in society.
It's a Young World

GROOVY CUISINES
Want to be in great mood and feel good about the new we're having now? "Swingin' and Swaggin'-in-the-Kitchen"—a cookbook of the measured recipes of the biggest fad in the restaurant business. You haven't tried one of the new "Swingin' and Swaggin'-in-the-Kitchen" dishes. It's a must.

There are great photos and illustrations of each swingin' dish, too. The recipes are different and delicious. None of them cost too much and all of them are easy, easy, easy. A great Christmas gift for a friend who signs Peter Planck, Slender and Slender, for a friend who signs Peter Planck, Slender and Slender.
Something Good from Vietnam

Our medics have had to deal with a new kind of war that will benefit millions here at home.

A thong way, like an ill wind, is supposed to blow good as well as bad. It is a fact that原来 every million of people today owe their health, if not their lives, to war. From the Civil War to the present, Americans have fought in battles that have taught us how to save the wounded from the battlefield to the hospital. The Navy has adopted some of the new techniques to save the lives of its sailors, and to bring the wounded home as soon as possible.

The远战 has a new dimension to the battlefield. The newmedics have more power over the injured. They can now use their new tools to save lives and to bring them home. The newmedics have more power over the injured. They can now use their new tools to save lives and to bring them home.
CHRISTIAN UNITY

A Bright New Hope For All Mankind

Our generation is witness to many exciting and historic events. The discovery of nuclear energy, the conquest of space, the development of the atomic age, the technological advances...the list goes on and on. But there is one event that stands out above all others: the rise of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Revelation, restoration of the Gospel, and the establishment of the Church: these are the events that have brought about a new hope for all mankind. For the Church is the fulness of the Gospel, and it is through the Church that salvation is possible for all people, both those who are living and those who have passed on. The Church is a beacon of light in a world that is often黑暗 and uncertain.

In recent years, the Church has made great strides in its mission to spread the Gospel throughout the world. Missionaries have been sent to every continent, and members of the Church have been able to share the message of salvation with people of all nations and cultures.

The Church is not just about proselytizing, however. It is also about providing help and support to those in need. Members of the Church work to help those who are hungry, homeless, and sick. They provide education and opportunities for self-improvement to those who are less fortunate. The Church is a living example of the love and compassion that Jesus Christ taught us to have for one another.

In conclusion, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is a shining light in a dark world. It offers hope and salvation to all who seek it. It is a place where people can find love, support, and a sense of purpose. The Church is a beacon of light in a world that is often黑暗 and uncertain, and it is through the Church that we can find hope for the future.
This sewing set will please even the most discriminating sew and sews.

Your wife, Sister, Aunt, Grandmother,or anyone who sews would be delighted to get the Wiss Heritage Sewing Set for Christmas. It contains 9" Straight Scissors, a 6" Bent Scissors, a 6" Embroidery Scissors, and a 4" Embroidery Scissors. Each can be purchased separately. Each is the finest of its kind.

And all Wiss Gift Sets come in an attractive case, available in red, blue, green or ivory.

So keep the most serious sewers in your life in stitches for years--give them the HERITAGE for Christmas.

WISS
A Wiss & Sons Co. / By Lillian Ice, Inc. / Newark, N.J. 07102

MONEY TROUBLES? \ USE CHRISTMAS SEALS
NOW IS THE TIME TO START COLLECTING FOR THE FUTURE.

THIS WEEK'S ODD ONE
Category: Sports Commissaries

BY WILLY

COOK YOUNG
By Clemantine Paddicord

BONUSANZA
By Mort Weisinger

FREEZE FACTOR: If your frozen food is not frozen and will not be for some time, do you know what steps to take to keep food from freezing? . . . What should you do with fish if it thawed? . . . Can youdefrost fish? An informationservice booklet given the warm fish. . . is as soon, a proceed for Use in your Office of Information, USD.

COOK YOUNG
By Clemantine Paddicord

Lemons are economical in calories or containing the fat in the diet, the very slimming lemon rich Bavarian, and velvety smooth cream soups are forbidden pleasures. But now you can see a new product developed especially for today's weight-conscious--an evaporated skimmed milk that is 99.5% fat free. And the calories have been slashed to 135, less than regular evaporated milk. Creamy rich in flavor, it retains the thick creamy quality that makes the difference in a recipe.

In this guide, richly colored on the cover, in olive leaves or custards for a special classic. Whip this into boiling soups, then fold into a dessert. Blend into cream soups for main course soups and elegant flavor.

Here we make a hearty shrimp Stew, recipe made with skinned evaporated milk. Light into soup or deep soup dishes--then add a dash of paprika and chopped parsley.

SHRIMP STEW
2 medium onions, chopped
2 bay leaves, crushed
1 tsp sugar
1 tsp dry mustard
1 tsp paprika
1 tsp salt
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp ground bay leaves
2 cups water
1 lb shrimp, skinned, shelled, deveined, cut into 1-inch pieces
1 can (14 oz) chopped tomatoes
2 cups cream
2 cups (1% fat milk)
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